
1. The northern/southern (pick one) section of the Médoc region is called the Bas-Médoc, while
the northern/southern (pick one) section is called the Haut-Médoc. Identify the Bas-Médoc
and the Haut-Médoc on your map.

2. The Bas-Médoc’s climate and soils are warmer/cooler (pick one) and dryer/damper (pick one)
than the Haut-Médoc’s.

3. This grape variety ripens well in the Haut-Médoc due to the combination of elevation and
gravel soils: _________________________.

4. List the top four communes in the Haut-Médoc, from north to south, and then identify each
commune on your map:
_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

5. The wines of the Haut-Médoc tend to have low/high (pick one) levels of tannins.

6. Of the four top communes in the Haut-Médoc, the commune of
_________________________ produces the most wine and the commune of
_________________________ has the most acres under vine.

7. _________________________ is the primary soil in Pauillac.

8. _________________________ is the commune that contains three First-Growths:
_________________________, _________________________ and
_________________________.

9. _________________________ is the smallest of the four top Haut-Médoc communes.

10. True or False: Only red wines may use the appellations of St.-Estèphe, Pauillac, St.-Julien 
or Margaux.

11. This commune usually uses more Merlot in its final blend than the other top communes of the
Haut-Médoc: _________________________.
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12. Compared to the other communes in the Haut-Médoc, the red wines of Margaux are often
more/less (pick one) tannic and mature earlier/later (pick one). The wines are also more likely
to be medium-bodied/full-bodied (pick one.

13. True or False: All wines using the Listrac AC and Moulis AC are red wines.

14. Listrac is larger / smaller (pick one) than Moulis and located farther north / south (pick one).
Identify Listrac and Moulis on your map.

15. Write in the correct appellation from the Haut-Médoc top 4 for each description:
Smallest sub-appellation _________________________

Most acreage under vine _________________________

Contains most classified estates _________________________

Contains least classified estates _________________________

16. Pair the following characteristics with the commune they describe:
_____ St.-Estèphe a. Elegant and balanced with firm tannins

_____ Pauillac b. Rustic wines with chewy tannins

_____ St.-Julien c. Elegant, feminine and silky

_____ Margaux d. Big and powerful, complex

17. Match each Château with the commune in which it is located:
Possible answers (may be used more than once): St-Estèphe, Pauillac, St.-Julien, Margaux,
Listrac, Moulis
Château Lynch-Bages _________________________

Château Cos d’Estournel _________________________

Château Ducru-Beaucaillou _________________________

Château Giscours _________________________

Château Chasse-Spleen _________________________

Château Palmer _________________________

Château Pichon-Longueville-Baron _________________________

Château Rausan-Segla _________________________

Château Léoville-Barton _________________________

Château Cos Labory _________________________



1. Northern = Bas-Médoc

Southern = Haut-Médoc

2. Bas-Médoc is cooler and damper

3. Cabernet Sauvignon 

4. St.-Estèphe; Pauillac; St.-Julien; Margaux

5. High tannins

6. St. Estèphe; Margaux

7. Gravel or gravel over clay and limestone

8. Pauillac; Château Lafite-Rothschild, Château
Latour, Château Mouton-Rothschild

9. St.-Julien

10. True

11. Margaux

12. Less tannic; mature earlier; medium-bodied

13. True

14. Larger; north

15. Smallest sub-appellation St.-Julien

Most acreage under vine Margaux

Contains most classified estates Margaux

Contains least classified 
estates of top 4 St.-Estèphe

16. b. St.-Estèphe 

d. Pauillac

a. St.-Julien 

c. Margaux

17. Château Lynch-Bages Pauillac

Château Cos d’Estournel St.-Estèphe

Château Giscours Margaux 

Château Ducru-Beaucaillou St.-Julien

Château Chasse-Spleen Moulis

Château Palmer Margaux

Château Pichon-Longueville-Baron Pauillac

Château Rausan-Segla Margaux

Château Léoville-Barton St.-Julien

Château Cos Labory St.-Estèphe
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MÉDOC AND HAUT-MÉDOC

North of the City of Bordeaux 

Vineyards start where Gironde estuary meets Atlantic Ocean
50 miles long

The Prince and the Pauper

Big difference between the northern and southern sections of the Médoc 
North is rural, dotted with small vineyards and tidy homes
South is opulent with manicured vineyards and grand châteaus

High-profile appellations and châteaus in Haut-Médoc
The top four subappellations:

St.-Estèphe

Pauillac

St.-Julien

Margaux

Four of the five first-growths in Haut-Médoc
Lafite-Rothschild

Latour

Margaux

Mouton-Rothschild

BAS MÉDOC

Lower Médoc

Northern section of the Médoc 
Called Bas Médoc, lower Médoc because lower in elevation
Other names: Médoc Maritime or the Médoc
Rural, with low, flat vineyard sites and some marshland

Cool and Damp

Climate and soils cooler in the Bas Médoc than in the Haut-Médoc
Narrower peninsula between the Atlantic and the Gironde 
Local soils contain liberal amounts of heavy clay
More Merlot planted because better-suited to climate and soil
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Médoc AC

Reds only; whites use the Bordeaux AC
Wines are simple, inexpensive, use little oak
The worst are thin and hard
Some petite châteaus offer value and quality

HAUT-MÉDOC

Upper Médoc

Southern section of Médoc is Haut-Médoc, or “Upper Médoc”
Elevation slightly higher than in the north

Elevation and Gravel

Haut-Médoc’s vineyards warmer due to slight elevation & gravel soils
Gravel soils retain heat and provide water drainage
Heat and soil help Cabernet Sauvignon ripen

River View

Said that best vineyards are in sight of river – wines have more finesse

Regional and Communal ACs

Wines from southern section of the Médoc may use Haut-Médoc AC or applicable commune AC

Regional Character

Cabernet Sauvignon predominant variety in blend 
Wines tend to have fairly high tannin and firm structures

ST.-ESTÈPHE

Northernmost commune in Haut-Médoc
St.-Estèphe is main town in the AC

Higher Yields 

Produces the most wine of the Haut-Médoc communes
About 12 acres of in St.-Estèphe commune classified as Pauillac

Cooler Vineyards 

Transition zone between soils of Haut-Médoc and Bas Médoc
Soils more fertile and heavy, with clay and chalk mixed into gravel
Cooler soils mean grapes need extra time to ripen
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Regional Character 

Reds only 
Often dense, intensely colored, full bodied
Tend toward higher acidity and tannins
Firm, chewy tannins = robust and rustic wines
Merlot becoming more important in blend to soften and mature earlier 
Can be quite age-worthy

Winery Insights 

5 crus classes, about 20% of production
45 crus bourgeois, about 65% of production 

PAUILLAC

One of Bordeaux’s most important communes 
Main town is Pauillac

Gravelly Plateaus 

2,000 acres of vines planted on deep gravel over clay and limestone
Some rolling elevation with plateaus in northern and southern sections of the AC
Gravel soils and slight elevation - good drainage for water and air - warmer temperatures

Regional Character 

Reds only; whites may use the Bordeaux AC
Cabernet Sauvignon is main grape
Varied terroir and blends different styles
Typical wines:

Dark color, opaque

Full body and firm tannins

Rich and powerful

Concentrated and complex

Black currant, cassis, lead pencil, cedar, cigar box

Age-worthy

Consistency Pauillac’s strength

Winery Insights 

3 first-growths
Many fifth-growths, great values
18 crus classés = about 80% of appelation’s wines
Good second wines from top chateaus 
10 crus bourgeois for everyday drinking
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ST.-JULIEN

Immediately south of Pauillac
Smallest of the Haut-Médoc’s top communes, so area fairly uniform
Biggest proportion of area under vine
Soil well-drained by river, pebbly gravel with clay and limestone; some more clay further inland
Soils uniform and good

Regional Character 

Reds only; whites use Bordeaux AC
Reds usually medium- to full-bodied & age-worthy, emphasize elegance and balance over power
Like Pauillac, use high proportions of Cabernet Sauvignon, have structure
Like Margaux, have velvety richness

Winery Insights 

No first growths
11 noteworthy second-, third- and fourth-growths 
About 80% of the appellation’s production

MARGAUX

Southernmost of the Haut-Médoc’s top appellations 
Separated from other communes up north
Largest appellation in the Haut-Médoc
3,200 acres under vine (most acreage under vine of top communes)
Includes five communes: Arsac, Cantenac, Labarde, Margaux and Soussans 
Often the lowest yield per acre of top four communes
Diversity of soils from gravel-based and well-drained to limestone, clay and chalk
Important vineyards on big gravel plateau 

Regional Character 

Reds only
Reds from Margaux have slightly more Merlot than northern communes 
Often less tannic and mature slightly earlier
Likely to be medium-bodied rather than full-bodied
Top Margauxs described as elegant and feminine, focus on finesse over power 
Also perfumed, aromatic, silky and supple
Long-lived
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Winery Insights 

Châteaus in all five growths
Most classified-estates in the Haut-Médoc 
Crus classés about 60% of production
Crus bourgeois makes about 30%
High profile from first-growth Château Margaux

LISTRAC AND MOULIS 

Pair of appellations on the Left Bank between St.-Julien and Margaux
Farther away from the Gironde estuary than top communes
Listrac, north of Moulis
Moulis smallest of Haut-Médoc appellations (1,300 acres) 

Soils 

Some rolling hills
Soils heavier - clay predominates, little gravel
Cooler, damper conditions

Regional Character 

Reds only
Main variety is Merlot
In general wines less richly fruity than Right Bank, more rustic than Haut-Médoc 
Listrac usually more full-bodied
Moulis usually more perfume, power, good structure
Everyday value

Winery Insights 

Hit hard by falling exports
More than 70% of production from crus bourgeois estates

22 in Listrac

26 in Moulis


